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Materials and Methods 
 
Animals 
All animal maintenance and experimental procedures were performed according to the 
guidelines established by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the New York 
University Langone Medical Center. For these experiments, male zebra finches were acquired 
from an outside breeding facility (Hunter College) and reared in the absence of adult males 
during the first postnatal month. Afterwards, birds were kept in sound attenuation chambers with 
either an adult male tutor (introduced after posthatch day 43) or a small speaker placed within the 
chamber beginning on posthatch day 33. 
 
Surgery  
To enable electrophysiological recordings, zebra finches were first anesthetized with isoflurane 
(1–3% in oxygen) and a headplate was affixed to the skull using dental acrylic. In cases in which 
premotor neurons were targeted with sharp intracellular recordings, a bipolar stimulating 
electrode was inserted into the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) in order to antidromically 
identify HVC neurons that project to that nucleus (34). For 2-photon targeted voltage-clamp 
recordings, premotor neurons were labeled with a 50 nL injection of a green fluorescent 
retrograde tracer (Lumafluor) into RA using an oil-based pressure injection system (Nanoject, 
Drummond). In those animals, we performed a craniotomy (1-2 mm diameter) directly above 
HVC, and dura was removed as well as a small region of the hippocampal formation overlying 
HVC. A thin cover glass (3 mm, #1 thickness, Warner Instruments) was then affixed to the skull 
using cyanoacrylate to create a chronic optical window.  
 
Electrophysiological recordings  
Three recording methods (sharp intracellular, juxtacellular, and whole-cell) were used as part of 
this study. All membrane potential and current measurements were digitized at 40 kHz using a 
National Instruments acquisition board and acquired with custom MATLAB software. 
 
Sharp intracellular recordings: On the day of recording (1–4 d after surgery), we prepared a 
small (200 μm diameter) craniotomy above HVC and carefully removed overlying dura. A well 
was built around the craniotomy using a silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast; WPI). To protect the 
brain from desiccation, the well was filled with either phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or a 
silicone gel (Dow Corning; 10,000–60,000 cSt) during recording sessions and with a layer of 
silicone elastomer overnight. Projection neurons were identified antidromically (34) using a 
bipolar stimulating electrode implanted into RA. A positive identification was associated with a 
reliable spike in HVC with minimal latency jitter (<50 μs) evoked with single biphasic (200 μs 
per phase) current pulses of <250 μA. Recording electrodes (borosilicate glass with filament, 
O.D.: 1.0 mm, I.D.: 0.5 mm) with an impedance of 70–130 MΩ were prepared using a horizontal 
micropipette puller (P-97; Sutter Instrument Company) and backfilled with 3 M potassium 
acetate. Zebra finches were head-fixed (without anesthesia) and partially immobilized in a foam 
restraint. The electrodes were lowered into HVC in ∼5 μm steps using a micromanipulator (MP-
285, Sutter Instruments). A brief (10–20 ms) ’buzz‘ pulse was often needed to facilitate the 
penetration of the membrane. Acceptable recordings were defined as having a spike height 
greater than 40 mV, a resting membrane potential of at least − 50 mV, and a total recording 
duration greater than 3 minutes. 



 
Juxtacellular recordings of HVC interneurons or RA neurons: Recording sessions commenced at 
least one day following surgery. Juxtacellular pipettes (borosilicate glass with filament, O.D.: 1.5 
mm, I.D.: 0.86 mm, Sutter Instrument Company) with an impendence of 3–10 MΩ were pulled 
using a horizontal micropipette puller (P-97, Sutter Instrument Company) and filled with 0.5 M 
sodium chloride. Zebra finches were head-fixed, and electrodes were lowered into HVC or RA. 
Acceptable recordings were defined as having a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 5. 
 
2-photon targeted whole-cell recordings: On the day of recording, a small hole (~100 µm 
diameter) was carefully drilled into the implanted cover slip using a carbide bur (0.3 mm 
diameter) just lateral to the visually determined center of HVC. The bird was given at least 
another two hours of recovery time after this procedure to ensure that any effects of isoflurane 
anesthesia had subsided. For every day of recording, a new hole was drilled to gain access to 
previously unrecorded region of HVC. After the recovery period, the zebra finch was placed in a 
foam restraint and head-fixed under a customized moveable objective 2-photon microscope 
(Sutter Instrument Company). Premotor neurons (labeled with green retrobeads) were imaged 
using a Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Chameleon) tuned to 800 nm. Fluorescent light was gathered 
through a 25X water immersion objective (Olympus) and detected using a GaAsP 
photomultiplier tube (H10770PA-40 PMT Module, Hamamatsu). Images were captured using 
Scanimage 3.8 (35) . Whole-cell patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass with filament 
(O.D.: 1.5 mm, I.D.: 0.86 mm) using a P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument Company) 
and filled with voltage-clamp internal solution (in mM: CsMeS [130], CsCl [4], NaCl [2], 
HEPES [10], EGTA [0.2], phosphocreatine-Tris [14], QX-314 [5], ATP-Mg [4], GTP-Tris [0.3]) 
containing 25 µM Alexa Fluor 594 (Life Technologies) to gain a final tip resistance of 4-6 MΩ. 
A physiological buffering solution (in mM: NaCl [125], KCl [5], D-(+)-glucose [10], HEPES 
[10], CaCl2 [2], MgSO4 [2]) was added on top of the cranial window, and pipettes were lowered 
through the hole in the cranial window using a motorized micromanipulator MP-285 (Sutter 
Instrument Company) under 2.0 PSI of positive pressure. Once pipettes penetrated into HVC, 
positive pressure was reduced to 0.25 PSI. With the red dye in the pipette filling the extracellular 
space, previously described techniques (36, 37) were used to target premotor neurons visibly 
containing green retrobeads. Upon visual contact with the membrane, positive pressure was 
released and a GΩ seal was formed. Slow and fast pipette capacitances were compensated, and 
whole-cell access was gained by applying a negative pulse of pressure. Recordings were done 
using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier digitized at 40 KHz. Access and input resistance were 
monitored at the beginning of each recording and with each change of recording configuration. A 
-14 mV liquid junction potential was corrected in all voltage-clamp recordings. Cells were 
clamped either at -68 mV (to measure excitation) or 0 mV (to measure inhibition). After a 
recording was completed, images were captured of the recorded neuron. Acceptable recordings 
were defined as having access resistances less than 50 MΩ. 
 
Pharmacological manipulation: In some experiments, the GABAA antagonist gabazine was 
unilaterally applied to HVC in the adult zebra finch. Because HVC is a superficial structure, we 
introduced gabazine (0.01–0.1 mM in saline) into the well surrounding our craniotomy, and 
recordings proceeded as previously described. The small craniotomy size (< 200 µm diameter) 
was intended to help restrict the spread of gabazine. 
 



Sound recording and tutor song presentation 
All sounds were recorded using an omnidirectional lavalier microphone (AT 803b; Audio-
Technica) and amplified using a PreSonus Studio Channel amplifier. Audio recordings were 
digitized at 20 kHz using a National Instruments board. The songs produced in the behavioral 
observation boxes were recorded using a Focusrite Saffire Pro 40 and digitized at 44.1 kHz. 
Sound Analysis Pro 2011 (38) was used to extract song recordings recorded in the home cages. 
The tutor song was presented during electrophysiological recordings using USB powered 
speakers (Altec Lansing BXR 1220). The sound level was calibrated to 70-80 dB sound pressure 
level (SPL) using a digital SPL meter (Nady Audio DSM-1). The minimal time allowed between 
tutor song presentations was three seconds. All birds were visually monitored to ensure that they 
were not sleeping during recordings. 
 
Data Analysis 
We used MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) for data analysis. All data are presented as 
mean ± SD. 
 
Spiking analysis: The song playback and the accompanying spiking activity were aligned by 
detecting the onset and the offset of each playback and warping the electrophysiological trace 
linearly across trials. Spikes were extracted using a thresholding algorithm. The firing rate 
change is defined as  
 

∆ firing rate = 	 	 	 	

	 	 	
. 

 
We defined ‘silence’ as the 1000 ms period preceding the tutor song playback and ‘tutor’ as a 
time window that encompasses the duration of the tutor song plus 50 ms to account for the time 
needed for auditory responses to impact HVC (39).  
 
 
Spiking precision: For every spike ∈ [tutorikx(start)+20 ms, tutorikx(end)+30 ms] in trial i of 
neuron k in bird x, the latency to every other spike ∈ ⋃j i[tutorjkx(start), tutorjkx(end)+50 ms] in 
all the other trials in neuron k (except trial i) was determined. This resulted in a distribution of 
latencies. We extracted the number of latencies in a ±20 ms window (L20) and normalized it by 
dividing L20 by the number of all latencies (NL20). We shuffled the data 1000 times randomly 
choosing from the distribution of firing rates for each neuron and calculated the NL20 for the 
shuffled data, resulting in a distribution of 1000 ‘shuffled NL20s’. A z-score was calculated:     

 
z-score(NL20) = 	 	

	
. 

 
Precision was then defined as: 
 

precision (tutor) = sign(z-score (NL20)) x √(|z-score(NL20)|). 
 
This analysis was applied in the same way to the spikes recorded during silence for every spike ∈ 
[silenceikx(start)+20 ms, silenceikx(end)] resulting in the following definition of precision during 
silence: 



 
precision (silence) = sign(z-score (NL20silence)) x √(|z-score(NL20silence)|). 

 
Subthreshold variance: From the tutor song-aligned membrane potential, the mean value was 
subtracted. A thresholding algorithm detected and removed the spikes (±3 ms) and the 
subsequent gap was linearly interpolated. From the resulting subthreshold membrane potential 
the variance during tutor song playback was calculated. 
 
Subthreshold precision: To analyze the similarity of recorded traces, we performed a pairwise 
cross-correlation on subthreshold membrane potential activity (spikes were removed as described 
above) during tutor song playback. The 95% confidence interval (mean value ± 1.96 × SEM) 
was extracted from the cross-correlation values of the silence. 
 
Event detection (voltage clamp recordings): The current traces were Savitzky-Golay filtered (2nd 
polynomial degree with 1.75 ms resolution). For inhibitory currents local peaks whose amplitude 
exceeded 35 pA were detected with a customized local maxima detection algorithm (fig. S2). 
The corresponding onset was detected within a 7 ms window prior to the peaks. The amplitude 
and frequency of these events during silence and tutor song playback was determined and shown 
as amplitude distributions. The tutor song evoked events were calculated as the difference 
between silence and playback amplitude distributions. The same algorithm was applied to the 
excitatory current trace (amplitude ≥ 20-25 pA, 4.75-7 ms window) once we had inverted the 
signal by multiplying by -1.   
 
Synaptic changes: To quantify synaptic changes we defined the following indices: 
 

∆ charge = 	 	

	
 

 

∆ amplitude = 	 	

	
 

 

∆ frequency= 	 	

	
. 

 
Charge was defined as the absolute area under the curve (inhibitory current trace or negative 
excitatory current trace) with respect to 0 pA. Amplitude was calculated as the difference 
between the measured current at the time of a detected peak and the corresponding onset. The 
frequency was defined as the number of all detected peaks per second. For voltage clamp 
recordings we chose the first 750 ms of the 1 sec period preceding the tutor song playback as 
‘silence’ and the duration of the tutor song plus 50 ms as ‘tutor’. 
 
Synaptic precision (current recordings): The current traces were Savitzky-Golay filtered (2nd 
polynomial degree with 1.75 ms resolution). The mean value was subtracted from each trace. We 
performed a pair wise cross-correlation on excitatory or inhibitory current recordings during 
tutor song playback. The 95% confidence interval (mean value ± 1.96 × SEM) was extracted 
from the cross-correlation values of the silence. 
 



Across-cell precision: In cases where more than one cell per bird was recorded, all the recordings 
of excitatory or inhibitory currents were pooled. A pairwise cross-correlation on the pooled 
excitatory or inhibitory current recordings during tutor song playback was performed. 
 
% firing during a specific syllable: The baseline firing rate (baseline) of interneurons was 
calculated as the mean firing rate during the silence period (1000 ms preceding tutor song start). 
To identify the parts of the tutor song playback that evoked a significant increase in interneuron 
firing 1.96 x SD was added to the baseline and set as a threshold. The duration that the PSTH 
positively crossed this threshold for at least 5 ms was considered to be the time when interneuron 
activity was significantly increased. These time intervals were then assigned to the 
corresponding syllables and the duration that syllable A or B is covered with significant 
interneuron firing rate was determined. This extracted duration of significant activity was related 
to the entire duration of both syllable A’s (or B’s) and expresses as a percentage. 
 
% inhibition during a specific syllable: The same algorithm as for % firing during a specific 
syllable was applied to the average recorded current trace during ABAB playback. The baseline 
was extracted from the first 750 ms of the 1000 ms preceding tutor song playback.  
 
Song similarity: For quantification of song performance, spectral features of the song were 
measured to calculate the degree of similarity to the tutor song (SAP 2011) (38). Briefly, we 
obtained two different measures of song similarity: (1) “% local similarity” measures the 
percentage of a song that is considered to be similar (based on 50 ms intervals) to the song it is 
compared with and (2) “accuracy” measures the local similarity of sections on a 1 ms timescale. 
To establish a conservative measure of song similarity we first calculated % similarity(control) =  
% local similarity  × accuracy for control birds where we compared 5-10 different renditions of 
an adult bird’s own song (BOS). The similarity of a bird’s own song to its tutor song was then 
calculated as 

% similarity to tutor song =  %	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 . .

%	 	
. 

 
SAP 2011 considers acoustic features such as pitch, goodness of pitch, frequency and amplitude 
modulation, and Wiener entropy between song motifs to provide a statistical estimate of overall 
similarity. We used the SAP 2011 default settings that are optimized for zebra finch song: p = 
0.05, interval = 70 ms; minimum duration = 15 ms applied on the entire song. For scoring 
similarity, we used the asymmetric and mean value settings for motif comparisons and 
symmetric and mean value settings for syllable by syllable comparisons. For each bird, we 
compared 6–10 songs (8-12 syllables). 
 

Statistics: To test for significant differences, we had to take the nested structure of the data into 
account because multiple neurons were often recorded in the same animal. In cases when we 
recorded paired data, we used a repeated measures ANOVA and reported only the main effect. 
For metrics that could be measured in individual trials (firing rate), we analyzed the data for each 
trial, controlling for neuronal identity in order to account for any variability in the number of 
trials for each neuron. In metrics that measured properties across trials (precision), we analyzed 
the summary parameters for each neuron, controlling for bird identity. For unpaired data 
(variance, subthreshold precision, precision of interneuron firing rate) we used the non 
parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test. In order to account for the nested structure (neurons within 



birds) in continuous data, we fitted a linear mixed model by maximum likelihood estimation 
(changes in interneuron firing depending on similarity; changes in inhibition and excitation 
depending on age or similarity). We used the following model specifications: 
 

dependent variable ~ 1 + independent variable + (1 + independent variable | bird identity) 



Figures S1-S10 
 
Fig. S1 
 

 
 
Fig. S1. Tutor song can evoke spiking responses in RA neurons of juvenile but not adult 
zebra finches. (A and B) Raster plots of tutor-song evoked spiking in RA neurons recorded in a 
juvenile (A) and an adult (B) during tutor song presentation. Data were collected from same the 
birds shown in Figs. 1A and 1D respectively. (C) Spiking precision during silence versus the 
tutor song in the juvenile (silence: -0.1±1.2, tutor: 2.4± 2.1, P = 0.016, repeated measures 
ANOVA) and the adult (silence: 0.1±1.0, tutor: 0.4±1.2; P = 0.66, repeated measures ANOVA). 
  



Fig. S2 
 

 
 
Fig. S2. Detection of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic events. (A and B) Raw voltage-clamp 
recording from an HVC premotor neuron showing excitatory (A) and inhibitory (B) currents. 
Unfiltered (gray) and filtered (black) traces are provided (see Methods for details). (C and D) 
Five example excitatory (C) and inhibitory (D) current traces from a single HVC premotor 
neuron. Event onsets (green asterisks) and extrema (red asterisks) are indicated. (E and F) 
Amplitude histograms showing the excitatory (E) and inhibitory (F) events detected in the above 
traces. 
  



Fig. S3 
 

 
 
Fig. S3. Tutor song-evoked excitatory synaptic currents in HVC premotor neurons. (A and 
B) Five trials showing excitatory synaptic currents (holding potential: -68 mV) recorded in HVC 
premotor neurons during silence and tutor song presentation in a juvenile (A) and adult (B) zebra 
finch. Sonogram shown at top, and averaged trace given below. (C and D) Amplitude histograms 
of detected excitatory events during tutor song exposure and a 750 ms silent period for the 
premotor neurons shown in (A) and (B) respectively. At bottom is the difference between the 
number of detected events during silence and tutor song playback. (E to H) Throughout juvenile 
development, no age-related changes were observed in tutor song-evoked excitatory synaptic 
charge (E), the amplitude (F) and frequency (G) of excitatory events, and the precision of 
excitation across trials (H) (P > 0.15, linear mixed-effect model) (shaded region = 95% 
confidence interval). For all measures, a Pearson linear correlation was used to establish 
significance. 



Fig. S4 
 

 
Fig. S4. HVC interneuron spiking activity. Firing rate of HVC interneurons across all birds 
during tutor song playback (10.4±8.4 Hz) compared with a silent baseline period (8.2±8.3 Hz) (P 
< 0.001, repeated measures ANOVA). The ‘X’s represent data taken from adults and ‘O’s 
represent data from juveniles (dph < 90). The y-axis has a logarithmic scale. 
  



Fig. S5 
 

 
 
Fig. S5. Learning trajectories of juvenile zebra finches.  (A) Example motif produced by the 
juvenile pupil ZF 4621 at 59 days posthatch, which has a 34% similarity to the tutor song 
(below). (B) Example motif produced by the juvenile pupil ZF 4603 at 76 days posthatch, which 
has an 80.3% similarity to the tutor song (below). (C) Learning trajectories for five of the zebra 
finches recorded as part of our study. Filled circles represent examples shown on the left. 
  



Fig. S6 
 

 
 
Fig. S6. Tutor song-induced synaptic inhibition onto HVC premotor neurons in the adult is 
performance-dependent. (A and B) Five trials showing inhibitory synaptic currents (holding 
potential: 0 mV) recorded in HVC premotor neurons during silence and tutor song presentation 
in an adult zebra finch with a poor copy of the tutor song (A) and another with a good copy (B). 
(C and D) Amplitude histograms (log scale) of detected inhibitory events during tutor song 
exposure and a 750 ms silent period for the premotor neurons shown in (A) and (B) respectively. 
At bottom is the difference between the number of detected events during silence and tutor song 
playback. 
  



Fig. S7 
 

 
 
Fig. S7. Inhibition induced by the tutor song is not dependent on age. (A to D)Throughout 
juvenile development, no age-related changes were observed in tutor song-evoked inhibitory 
synaptic charge (A), the amplitude (B) and frequency (C) of inhibitory events, and the precision 
of inhibition across trials (D) (shaded region = 95% confidence interval). For all measures, a 
linear mixed-effect model was fitted to establish significance (P > 0.158) 
  



Fig. S8 
 

 
 
Fig. S8. Sustained inhibition decreases with developmental age. (A and B) Spontaneous 
inhibitory event amplitudes (A) and frequencies (B) in HVC premotor neurons did not differ 
with age (P > 0.2, linear mixed-effect model). (C) Example voltage clamp recordings of 
inhibitory currents of HVC premotor neurons during silence in a juvenile (blue) and an adult 
(red) bird. (D) Average holding current during silence of all juvenile (n = 25 neurons) and adult 
(n = 15 neurons) neurons recorded in voltage clamp in this study (P < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum 
test). 
 
  



Fig. S9 
 

 
 
Fig. S9. Synaptic excitation onto HVC premotor neurons evoked by synthetic tutor song 
presentation. (A and B) Average excitatory current trace evoked by the synthetic tutor song 
‘ABAB’ in a juvenile zebra finch performing a good copy of ‘A’ (76.9% similarity) and a poor 
copy of ‘B’ (49.6% similarity) (A) and in an adult zebra finch performing good copies of ‘A’ 
(85.3% similarity) and ‘B’ (87.9% similarity) (B). The red and blue horizontal lines represent 
periods in which the mean excitatory current onto HVC premotor neurons exceeds a 95% 
confidence interval. (C) Percentage of syllable ‘A’ and ‘B’ covered with significant excitation in 
juveniles imitating ‘A’ well and producing a poor copy of ‘B’. Filled circles represent example 
traces. (D) Percentage of syllable ‘A’ and ‘B’ covered with significant excitation in adults 
performing a good copy of ‘A’ and ‘B’. (E) Relative percentage of syllable ‘B’ covered by 
excitation did not significantly change from the early (0.21±0.20) to the late (0.35±0.16) learning 
phase (P = 0.081, Wilcoxon rank sum test).  
  



 
Fig. S10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. S10. Model for neural mechanisms underlying sensorimotor integration during HVC 
circuit development. (A) In initial stages of learning, auditory inputs are capable of driving 
HVC activity directly. Filled circles indicate that neurons are firing in response to the tutor song. 
(B) Once the bird has learned specific song elements (e.g. syllable ‘A’), HVC premotor neurons 
are selectively inhibited when observing that aspect of the tutor song. (C) After the song has 
been learned completely, inhibition shields HVC premotor neurons from the impact of the tutor 
song. 
  



Supplementary Movie: 

An adult zebra finch tutor (right) interacting with a juvenile. During this session, many repeated 
song motifs are presented to the juvenile bird. 
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